
GOSTICK BLACK
Bluetooth Selfie Stick & Tripod

REF : CY-CY1735UNSES

EAN : 0848116011714

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

The GoStick Bluetooth® Camera Selfie Stick & Tripod is a versatile tool that can help maximise your phones photo and video

capabilities. You can use it as a traditional selfie stick to capture your best angle and always be part of the action.

Alternatively, you can utilise the built-in tripod function to turn the GoStick into a convenient portable stand for your phone.

Having a portable stand for your phone can help you take hands-free photos, make video calls or even follow exercise

classes.

STRENGTHS :

Versatile function

The function of our GoStick Bluetooth® Camera Selfie Stick & Tripod is only limited by your imagination. You

can utilise the extendable stick or the tripod feature to create a portable phone holder for anything you have

on for the day.

Worry-free selfies

Take selfies with confidence, a secure universal cradle for your smartphone and mount for your GoPro mount

compatible camera, makes sure your devices are tightly held in place.

Collapsible tripod

The collapsible tripod enables hands-free photos and videos. Having your phone mounted during video calls

leaves you free to move about while you talk, or to get the best angle.

CHARACTERISTICS :

Dimensions : 250 x 54 x 28 mm

Weight: 180 grams



Extendable length up to 62cm/24”

Detachable Tri-Pod Stand

Detachable Bluetooth Remote

2 Years Warranty

Designed in Australia

Compatible Devices:

Fits Wide Range of Smart Phones

COMPATIBILITY :

iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro Max,

iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone 15,

iPhone 15 Pro, iPhone 15 Plus, iPhone 15 Pro Max


